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Abstract

The Rosetta spacecraft detected transient and sporadic diamagnetic regions

around comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. In this paper we present a sta-

tistical analysis of bulk and suprathermal electron dynamics, as well as a case

study of suprathermal electron pitch angle distributions (PADs) near a dia-

magnetic region. Bulk electron densities are correlated with the local neutral

density and we find a distinct enhancement in electron densities measured

over the southern latitudes of the comet. Flux of suprathermal electrons with

energies between tens of eV to a couple of hundred eV decreased each time

the spacecraft entered a diamagnetic region. We propose a mechansim in

which this reduction can be due to solar wind electrons that are tied to the
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magnetic field and after having been transported adiabatically in a decaying

magnetic field environment, have limited access to the diamagnetic regions.

Our analysis shows that suprathermal electron PADs evolve from an almost

isotropic outside the diamagnetic cavity to a field-aligned distribution near

the boundary. Electron transport becomes chaotic and non-adiabatic when

electron gyroradius becomes comparable to the size of the magnetic field line

curvature, which determines the upper energy limit of the flux variation.

This study is based on Rosetta observations at around 200 km cometocentric

distance when the comet was at 1.25 AU from the Sun.

Keywords: Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, Rosetta, Plasma

dynamics, Diamagnetic cavity

1. Introduction1

A cometary atmosphere is formed through heating and sublimation of ice2

and other volatiles at the comet surface. This mixture of neutral particles3

expands radially outward and is exposed to solar photons, solar wind charged4

particles, and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Glassmeier, 2017;5

Gombosi, 2015; Cravens and Gombosi, 2004). As comets approach perihelion,6

sublimation and outgassing rates increase and plasma boundaries can be7

formed in the thicker coma against the impinging solar wind (Mandt et al.,8

2016). A bow shock is the outer most boundary that may be formed around9

comets where, due to assimilation of cometary ions into the solar wind, the10

supersonic flow slows down to subsonic speeds. Within the bow shock the11

solar wind plasma becomes heated. Upstream of comet Halley's bow shock12
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at about 106 km from the nucleus, field-aligned backstreaming electrons were13

observed which were reflected from the enhanced magnetic field regions at14

the shock (Larson et al., 1992). In addition, some perpendicularly heated15

electrons that escaped the cometary magnetosphere and traveled upstream16

along the magnetic field were present in the distribution at around 90◦ pitch17

angles. Fuselier et al. (1986) used data from the International Cometary18

Explorer (ICE) spacecraft at comet Giacobini-Zinner and showed similar19

distributions and increased electron heat flux backstreaming from the region20

of enhanced magnetic field near the comet.21

At closer distances to the nucleus, a boundary that is particularly im-22

portant for nonmagnetized objects is the diamagnetic cavity boundary. The23

magnetometer on the Giotto spacecraft detected the diamagnetic boundary24

around comet Halley at a cometocentric distance of 4500 km during the flyby25

inbound and the spacecraft exited the cavity at about 4150 km outbound26

(Neubauer et al., 1986). This global and relatively symmetric diamagnetic27

cavity is formed when the outward ion-neutral drag force in the cometary28

atmosphere balances the magnetic pressure gradient in the pile up region29

(Cravens, 1986; Ip and Axford, 1987). The size of the diamagnetic cavity30

at comet Halley was much larger than the solar wind proton gyroradius and31

magnetohydrodynamic models sufficiently described the stand-off distance32

of the diamagnetic boundary and the magnetic field profile across it (Lind-33

gren et al., 1997; Rubin et al., 2014). The AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric34

Particle Tracer Explorers) artificial comet experiment in 1984 created a tem-35

porary diamagnetic cavity (∼60 s long and 70 km in radius) by releasing 236

kg of Barium vapor in the solar wind (Bingham et al., 1991; Haerendel et al.,37
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1986; Gurnett et al., 1986). The cavity boundary in this case was formed38

by electron currents. As Haerendel et al. (1986) describe, photoelectrons39

of the expanding barium gas are coupled to ions via a polarization electric40

field, which further accelerates the ions radially outward. The electron gas41

initially reaches a pressure balance with the solar wind magnetic field while42

ions continue to expand, resulting in an inward polarization electric field.43

Under these conditions, electrons form a current layer as they undergo E×B44

drift, leading to a shielding diamagnetic boundary.45

At comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (or 67P for short), similar dia-46

magnetic regions have been observed, though the formation mechanism for47

these events is not yet fully understood. The magnetometer system onboard48

the Rosetta spacecraft detected plasma regions with near zero magnetic field49

and relatively small fluctuations (Goetz et al., 2016b). These regions were50

observed within a few hundred kilometers from the comet and appeared to51

be highly sporadic and transient. Spacecraft dwell time at each event varied52

from seconds to more than 40 minutes, indicating the very dynamic and vari-53

able size of these structures (Goetz et al., 2016a; Timar et al., 2017). Around54

the diamagnetic regions the bulk electron density is closely related to the lo-55

cal neutral density (Eriksson et al., 2017; Henri et al., 2017; Hajra et al.,56

2018). Henri et al. (2017) showed that a relation can be established between57

the electron exobase and the observed diamagnetic boundary distances. On58

the other hand, suprathermal electrons show a peculiar signature in which,59

at each crossing into the field-free regions, flux of electrons with energies60

from tens of eV to several hundreds of eV decreases (Madanian et al., 2016a;61

Nemeth et al., 2016).62
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Rosetta observations near perihelion mostly represent a combination of63

shocked, highly perturbed, and heated solar wind plasma, plus electrons and64

ions of cometary origin. Given that comet 67P has no intrinsic magnetic65

field (Auster et al., 2015), and that solar wind ions have been obscured far66

upstream (Nilsson et al., 2017), solar wind electrons play a critical role in67

carrying the IMF through the coma (Plaschke et al., 2018). Furthermore, the68

spacecraft distance to the comet at this time is only a few hundred kilometers69

which is comparable to or smaller than ion gyroradii. Therefore, studying70

the small scale electron dynamics is crucial in understanding the nature of71

these events. Explicitly, electrons around the comet can originate from three72

sources: solar wind electrons, photoelectrons, and secondary electrons from73

electron-impact ionization (Galand et al., 2016; Madanian et al., 2016b; Vi-74

gren et al., 2016; Heritier et al., 2018). Models of electron production around75

comet 67P at perihelion have shown that without acceleration processes,76

photoionization is the main source of electron production up to about 70 eV,77

while at higher energies solar wind electrons become dominant (Madanian78

et al., 2016a). Unperturbed solar wind suprathermal electrons exhibit dis-79

tinct non-Maxwellian features; an isotropic component known as “halo”, and80

a field-aligned “strahl” beam propagating usually in the anti-sunward direc-81

tion (Feldman et al., 1975), though in the turbulent plasma environment of82

the inner coma and near diamagnetic cavities, these distributions will likely83

be modified.84

In this paper we investigate the electron dynamics near diamagnetic re-85

gions of comet 67P. We show how bulk electron densities change across dia-86

magnetic boundaries. We analyze the energy extent of suprathermal electron87
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flux difference between inside and outside the cavities. We provide a detailed88

case study on how suprathermal electron pitch angle distributions (PADs)89

evolve, which has implications for the energy range of flux differences and90

the size of the cavities. In section 2, we describe the instruments and data91

processing method. Our observations are presented in section 3. We discuss92

the results and review the interpretations in section 4 and finally, provide93

our conclusions in section 5.94

2. Instrumentation and Data Processing Method95

We use data from the Magnetometer (MAG) (Glassmeier et al., 2007),96

the Ion and Electron Sensor (IES) (Burch et al., 2007), the Langmuir Probe97

(LAP) (Eriksson et al., 2007), and Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion98

and Neutral Analysis / Cometary Pressure Sensor (ROSINA/COPS) (Bal-99

siger et al., 2007) in our analysis. The first three instruments are part of100

the Rosetta Plasma Consortium (Carr et al., 2007). In the following, we101

describe the IES instrument in detail and provide a brief description of the102

other instruments. For more details on each instrument, readers are referred103

to the corresponding instrument papers and references therein. Three elec-104

tron sensors onboard the Rosetta spacecraft with different detection methods105

have enabled us to study the electron dynamics at different energy ranges106

through the perspective of each instrument. Measurements of LAP and Mu-107

tual Impedance Probe (MIP) (Trotignon et al., 2007) instruments describe108

the bulk electron population, while IES measures electrons across a wide109

range of energies. There is no specific set of criteria to categorize the electron110

populations to our knowledge, and different authors have chosen different en-111
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ergy ranges to label cold, thermal, suprathermal, and in some cases warm112

electron populations. In this paper, the term suprathermal electron refers to113

IES electron measurements with energies above ∼10 eV, and electrons below114

this energy constitute the bulk population. We use LAP data to estimate115

bulk electron densities. For electron directional variability analysis, we are116

only interested in the suprathermal electrons that have energies exceeding117

100 eV.118

2.1. IES119

The IES instrument on Rosetta is capable of measuring near full 3-D120

distribution of charged particles (Burch et al., 2007). The IES consists of121

two stacked toroidal electrostatic analyzers that measure electrons and ions122

with energies between 4.3 eV and 18 keV. The IES energy resolution is 8123

percent at each energy bin and the instrument has a 360◦ azimuthal by 90◦124

polar field of view, providing 2.8π solid angle coverage. The electron sensor,125

which is emphasized in this paper, has a 22.5◦ azimuthal resolution provided126

by 16 anodes. It was initially designed to scan the polar coordinate through127

18 elevation steps with a 5◦ resolution. Later on, due to engineering reasons128

the in-flight software was modified to scan 16 elevation steps with 6◦ between129

each step. Note the different angle nomenclature in Burch et al. (2007).130

The IES instrument was mounted on the corner of the spacecraft provid-131

ing a perfect pointing during most of the mission for probing the solar wind.132

For the period near perihelion, IES measurements in every two adjacent133

energy channel pairs, elevation step pairs, and azimuthal anode pairs were134

averaged onboard before transmission to fit the available telemetry rate. In135

our analysis, we used all individual sectors in the IES field of view (FOV) by136
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assuming that the paired sectors share the averaged value evenly. We should137

note that soon after the beginning of the mission, two IES anodes (anodes138

11 and 12) became malfunctional and did not return reliable data while their139

neighboring anodes performed nominally. Furthermore, in early April 2015,140

the instrument showed reduced count intensities in half of the anodes (an-141

odes 8-15). These anodes shared the same octal amplifier. Further analysis142

of data showed that this decrease in amplification efficiency affects primarily143

low energy bins that also experienced saturation at high count rates. High144

energy bins (∼100 eV and above) are not affected. We addressed these issues145

in our calibration analysis and considered the possible induced uncertainties146

before drawing conclusions.147

To convert IES raw counts to a physical parameter such as differen-148

tial electron flux, we rely on the instrument geometric factor per sector of149

G = 3 × 10−5 cm2 str eV/(eV counts/electron) (Burch et al., 2007). This150

geometric factor must be updated by appropriate correction factors to ac-151

count for spacecraft blockage and change in the instrument’s microchannel152

plate detection efficiency. Measurements inside a 20 minute diamagnetic re-153

gion on 26 July 2015 were used for calibration. Our assumption here is that154

the electron gas inside the diamagnetic cavity is isotropic. Counts in anodes155

0–7 and elevation steps 5–15 were averaged over time to obtain a nominal156

isotropic count value per energy step. These sectors are free from spacecraft157

blockage, include the Sun viewing FOV, and anodes are considered healthy.158

Next, for every sector a correction factor was calculated by taking the ra-159

tio of the sector count to the isotropic count. A similar method of in-flight160

calibration was employed by Broiles et al. (2016) in an earlier stage of the161
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mission using solar wind data. The particle differential flux in anode i and162

elevation j measured at energy step k is determined from (Madanian et al.,163

2016b; Broiles et al., 2016):164

Jijk =
ċijk

G ∗ χijk ∗ Ek

(1)

where ċijk is the count rate, χijk is the new correction factor, and Ek is the165

energy. Tables of χijk are provided as supplementary materials for inter-166

ested readers. Employing the new correction factors also improved the low167

amplification rates at low energies. See Figures A.1 and A.2 in the appendix168

section for a comparison of the fluxes based on different geometric factors.169

We consider IES background noise to be small and we did not subtract a170

constant background rate from data. Energy spectra are shifted in energy171

to correct for the spacecraft potential. For a negative (positive) potential,172

fluxes are shifted to higher (lower) energies. The spacecraft potential can173

also deflect electron trajectories; however, for typical spacecraft potentials174

near perihelion (∼ −10 V), deflection of high energy electrons (E >∼ 100175

eV) is very low and negligible (Scime et al., 1994).176

2.2. MAG177

We used calibrated magnetic field data from the MAG instrument on the178

Rosetta spacecraft (Glassmeier et al., 2007). The MAG instrument has two179

3-axis fluxgate magnetometers mounted on a 1.5 m boom with 15 cm separa-180

tion in between them. Entering the magnetic field-free regions in April 2015181

provided an opportunity to recalibrate the sensors and modify the tempera-182

ture model for that period (Goetz et al., 2016b). Our analysis is restricted183
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to time periods for which calibrated magnetic field data are available. The184

magnetic field data are low band pass filtered to one second temporal reso-185

lution.186

2.3. LAP187

The LAP instrument consists of two spherical Langmuir probes, LAP1188

and LAP2, mounted on two booms extending 2.2 and 1.6 m from the space-189

craft, respectively (Eriksson et al., 2007). The instrument sweeps through190

voltage biases across the probes and the spacecraft ground to retrieve current-191

voltage curves that are subsequently used to derive plasma density and tem-192

perature, and spacecraft potential. LAP densities have been cross calibrated193

by corresponding MIP measurements and the data product has a variable194

time resolution less than three minutes.195

2.4. ROSINA/COPS196

The two pressure gauges on the ROSINA/COPS instrument provide den-197

sity measurements of the neutral coma (Balsiger et al., 2007). The nude gauge198

density measurements have been adjusted for a water dominated coma which199

is expected near perihelion (Heritier et al., 2017; Läuter et al., 2018; Gasc200

et al., 2017). Neutral densities in the coma are mostly smooth and change201

on the timescale of the comet's rotation.202
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Figure 1: Differential electron flux energy spectra integrated over the entire IES FOV inside

(red) and outside (blue) the diamagnetic regions on (a) 30 July 2015 and (b) 3 August 2015.

The corresponding spacecraft potentials are annotated on these panels. Error estimates

due to the counting statistics are smaller than the line widths at most energies and are

not shown. The horizontal green and purple lines on panel (a) highlight energy ranges

of dominant cometary and solar wind electrons, respectively. (c) The Rosetta spacecraft

trajectory around the comet. (d) Surface map of the comet illustrating latitudes and

longitudes in the ESA/RMOC frame.
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3. Observations203

The reduced electron flux inside diamagnetic regions has been discussed204

in a couple of studies (Madanian et al., 2016a; Nemeth et al., 2016; Timar205

et al., 2017). Figure 1 shows two examples of IES electron spectra inside and206

outside diamagnetic regions, each exhibiting a decreased flux over different207

energies. The top-left panel shows an event on 30 July 2015 and the top-right208

panel shows an event few days later on 3 August 2015. The ordinate axis in209

these plots represents the differential electron flux integrated over the entire210

IES FOV (2.8π solid angle). The red (blue) lines on the top panels show the211

time averaged spectra inside (outside) the diamagnetic cavities. The period212

inside the diamagnetic cavity on 30 July is from 11:00:52 to 11:11:40 UTC213

and on 3 August from 17:20:42 to 17:28:03 UTC. The outside periods for214

30 July and 3 August are selected between 10:52:26 – 11:00:46 UTC and215

17:12:16 – 17:20:36 UTC, respectively. The horizontal green and purple lines216

on panel (a) are shown as references to highlight energy ranges of dominant217

cometary and solar wind electrons (Madanian et al., 2016a). The vertical218

dashed lines show the energy range in which a flux difference is observed219

(lower and upper energies).220

On 30 July, flux of electrons in the 60 to 350 eV range inside the diamag-221

netic region has decreased by variable amounts. This energy range extends222

to around 900 eV on 3 August. A characteristic energy indicated by 'Max.223

drop' at around 175 eV on panel (b) is the energy at which the highest flux224

difference is observed. This energy for the event on 30 July is around 74225

eV. Panel (c) in Figure 1 shows the Rosetta spacecraft trajectory around the226

comet between 30 July and 6 August 2015. The colorbar represents the time.227
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The reference frame in this plot is the dynamic body-Centered Solar Equa-228

torial (CSEQ) frame in which the +x axis is toward the Sun, the +z axis is229

aligned with the projection of the solar rotation axis on a plane perpendicu-230

lar to the x axis, and the y axis completes the right-hand coordinate system.231

The frame's origin is the comet's center of mass (shown with a black dot).232

Rosetta was at around 180 km from the comet on 30 July, and it gradually233

moved to a distance of 250 km north-east of the comet on 6 August. The234

spacecraft speed with respect to the comet was a few meters per second. We235

will discuss latitudinal dependence of variables. The latitude is measured236

in the ESA/RMOC shape frame (also known as the landmark coordinates)237

illustrated in the surface map of the comet in panel (d). Colors represent238

different longitudes, while latitudes are annotated on the map.239

The flux difference across the diamagnetic boundaries creates an energy240

density difference between inside and outside plasmas. As seen in Figure 1,241

the energy range of flux difference varies for different diamagnetic events,242

and this variability has not been studied so far. In Section 3.1 we provide243

a statistical analysis of a subset of diamagnetic events and in Section 3.2 a244

detailed case study for one of these events is presented.245

3.1. Analysis of Suprathermal Electron Flux Difference across Diamagnetic246

Boundaries247

We use a subset of diamagnetic events reported in Goetz et al. (2016b)248

and limit our study to July and August of 2015, when comet activity was249

relatively high and the majority of diamagnetic events were observed. With250

the IES measurement cycle in mind, we down-selected events lasting longer251

than 256 s and with at least 512 s separation from another event on at least252
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one side. These criteria ensure that at least one full IES measurement cy-253

cle exist inside the diamagnetic region and that the outside measurements254

are not contaminated by shorter events. This brought down the number of255

events from a total of 313 to 62 events. A list of these events is provided in256

the supplementary materials. We used an algorithm to search and compare257

the IES energy spectra inside and outside each event and record energy bins258

with reduced electron fluxes. For 31 events we had the option to choose259

the outside spectrum from the trailing or the leading side. For these cases260

measurements from the side with the higher magnetic field strength were261

selected. For events that showed multiple drops corresponding to multiple262

energy ranges (i.e., the inside spectrum would drop below the outside spec-263

trum multiple times due to similar overlapping spectra,) the widest energy264

range was recorded. We present our observations in the context of total en-265

ergy flux difference, ∆Ψ, across boundaries as seen in IES electron spectra266

and defined by:267

∆Ψ =

Eupper∑
k=Elower

(ψ(Ek)out − ψ(Ek)in)× Ek (2)
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Figure 2: Distributions of plasma parameters for 62 diamagnetic events included in the

study. The ordinate axis in all panels shows the parameter ∆Ψ. Panels (a - c) show the

distributions of cometocentric distance, local neutral density, and bulk electron density,

respectively. Data in these panels are also color coded by the cometary latitude. Panels (d

- f) show distributions of cone angle, magnetic field strength, and event duration. Panels

(g - i) present the distributions of upper energy limit of flux variations, energy of the

highest flux difference, and bulk electron density difference. The red star marks the event

on 30 July 2015 which is considered further in section 3.2. See text for more details.
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where ψ(Ek) is the integrated differential electron flux over the IES FOV at268

energy Ek. ∆Ψ distributions against several other parameters are presented269

in Figure 2. The first row in this figure shows ∆Ψ as a function of cometo-270

centric distance, neutral density and bulk electron density Ne measured by271

LAP instrument, respectively. These panels are also color coded based on272

the cometary latitude at each event (see Figure 1, panel (d)). As shown in273

panel (a), observations are mostly within 300 km from the comet and neutral274

densities varies between 5× 106 − 108 cm-3. The neutral densities also show275

a clear latitudinal dependence. Data in panel (b) shows that the comet is276

significantly more active in the southern hemisphere (Hansen et al., 2016;277

Hassig et al., 2015; Läuter et al., 2018).278

Panel (c) shows LAP electron densities measured at the beginning of279

each diamagnetic crossing. The LAP densities are clustered around 200 cm-3
280

and 1000 cm-3. The higher density cluster, corresponding to events over the281

southern latitudes where the comet activity is higher, shows more variations.282

The lower density events around 200 cm-3 are more contained and show less283

variations. A few points that exhibit the highest ∆Ψ are within this group.284

Since neutral densities show gradually increase with respect to decreasing285

latitude, one would expect to see a gradual increase in LAP electron densities286

at lower latitudes. However, there is a distinct separation in electron densities287

measured in the southern versus northern latitudes. This may reflect that288

the bulk radial plasma velocity is higher on the less active side. A reason289

for this could be that ion-neutral collisions, on the less active side, occur less290

frequently and thus are less efficient in hampering ion-acceleration along an291

ambipolar electric field (e.g., Vigren and Eriksson (2017)). In addition, in292
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a simplified view, an equally pronounced outward radial acceleration on the293

more active side would conflict with momentum conservation. Most events294

in the southern hemisphere occurred between 26 July and 3 August, when295

most of the long-lasting diamagnetic events have been observed.296

Panels (d - f) show, respectively, distributions of the magnetic field cone297

angle, magnetic field strength, and event duration. The cone angle defines298

the angle between the magnetic field vector and the comet-Sun line. The dis-299

tribution in panel (d) shows events grouped around 30◦ and 150◦ cone angles300

which is expected for the observations near perihelion as significant magnetic301

field draping exists and the spacecraft resides mostly in the terminator plane302

at this time. Correlation between electron number flux and magnetic field303

magnitude slightly increases at higher energies when all measurements at304

perihelion are included (Madanian et al., 2016a), but the ∆Ψ distribution305

in panel (e) exhibits no or a very weak correlation with the magnetic field306

strength. Event durations varied between 257 seconds and 32 minutes. The307

longest event that also shows the highest ∆Ψ is on 7 July 2015 at 09:44:22308

UTC. The outside spectrum is selected from the trailing side of that event309

the flux difference extends up to 733 eV.310

The third row in Figure 2 shows ∆Ψ, respectively, versus the upper energy311

limit of flux difference, energy of the highest flux difference, and relative312

difference in bulk electron density between inside and outside plasmas, dNe =313

(Neout − Nein)/Neout . The histogram in the background of panel (g) shows314

the occurrence rate of the upper energy limit. Although upper limits spread315

across many energies, the distribution suggests that the flux decrease stops316

at certain energies more often. The first peak in the histogram at 350–317
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400 eV bin is the most dominant and includes 17 events. Flux difference318

for nine events extends up to 650–700 eV (the second highest peak). We319

will revisit this point in Section 3.2. ∆Ψ decreases when the most affected320

electrons are at higher energies which can be observed in panel (h). In321

addition, panel(i) shows that for most events bulk electron density inside322

the diamagnetic region decreases, confirming previous findings using MIP323

data (Henri et al., 2017), though this decrease shows no apparent relation324

with IES flux differences. Suprathermal electrons at 100 or 200 eV travel325

through the plasma at speeds significantly faster than bulk electrons. Their326

flux variability occurs on time scales much different than the bulk plasma327

variation observed inside diamagnetic regions (Hajra et al., 2018).328

3.2. Suprathermal Electron PADs Case Study for the Event on 30 July 2015,329

11:00:51 UTC330

The diamagnetic cavity event that we consider in this section was shown331

in Figure 1 panel (a). It is observed at negative latitudes and is one of the 17332

events for which flux difference extends to ∼350 eV (see panel (g) in Figure333

2). Table 1 lists plasma and field parameters around this event.334

To better understand the nature of the reduced fluxes during the transi-335

tion into the diamagnetic region we examine the 3D spatial distributions of336

high energy suprathermal electrons. Figure 3 shows 2D cuts of electron distri-337

bution variations in the IES FOV for four timestamps before the diamagnetic338

event on 30 July 2015.Each Panel (a) shows the differential electron flux for339

IES anodes (labeled 0-15) averaged around the central elevation plane at the340

first timestamp. The colors are in logarithmic scale and energies between341

100 eV and 5 keV are shown. This distribution is labeled as the ”reference”.342
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Table 1: Plasma and field parameters for diamagnetic cavity event on 30 July 2015

rcomet (km) 179.5
Dsun (AU) 1.24
Neutral density (cm-3) 6.7× 107

Latitude -48
Cone angle 149.3
B (nT) 38.8
Duration 00:10:55 (11:00:51 - 11:11:41 UTC)
Energy range of reduced flux (eV) 56.1 - 358
Energy of max. flux difference
(eV)

74.4

Inside Outside
LAP bulk electrons density (cm-3) 997.3 1164.8

Panels (a - c) show the flux ratios in the next three timestamps (all still out-343

side the cavity) as compared to the reference distribution in panel (a).Most344

directional changes are subtle and difficult to spot visually, but we point out a few clear345

changes in the distributions in panels (b), (c), and (d) relative to the distribution in panel346

(a). The black and yellow arrows show sectors where a flux enhancement or reduction347

is observed, respectively. The disconnection at 3 o'clock on these panels is an348

artefact of the plotting software.349

Relative enhancements are observed in anodes 0, 6, 8, and 12 of (red350

segments), while decreases (blue segments) occur in anodes 2, 14, and 15 of351

panels (b) and (d) and in anodes 4, 6, 12 of panel (c). In panels (b) and (d)352

we see enhancements at energies just above 100 eV in anodes 6 and 7, while in panel353

(c) anode 12 shows an increased flux around that energy. From this figure we notice354

directional changes for electrons at different energies close to the diamagnetic355

cavity. It is important to consider these changes in the electrons trajectory356

with respect to the magnetic field. To better analyze these spatial changes,357
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we analyze the electron pitch angle distributions.358
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Figure 3: 2D cuts of the IES FOV showing electron differential flux variations in four

timestamps between 10:46 and 11:00 UTC before the diamagnetic cavity on 30 July 2015.

Panel (a) shows the electron differential flux at the first timestamp. Panels (b - d) show

the flux ratios with respect to the distribution in panel (a).

We should note that electron PAD is not an official data product of the359

IES instrument. Few factors that may complicate derivation of PADs and360

limit our ability to interpret them include, (1) low time resolution in IES data361

does not allow to resolve plasma effects such as wave-particle interactions in362

the distributions, (2) IES FOV does not cover the full sky and if the magnetic363
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field points toward these gaps in the FOV (i.e. instrument symmetry axis,)364

part of the distribution will be lost, and (3) IES onboard averaging can re-365

duce the resolution of the derived PADs. It is not our intention to study fine366

timescale effects on electrons, but rather we are looking at effects of changing367

magnetic field topology and our results prove that PADs at the current res-368

olution can provide valuable information about those effects. We inspected369

the IES FOV for pitch angle coverage and ensured that the magnetic field370

direction during this event is favorable for PAD analysis.371

The IES time resolution for a full cycle in the current mode is 256 s,372

resulting in a 2 s sampling time per energy bin. At each energy step, the373

deflector plates are biased in a see-saw fashion to conserve power and reduce374

sweep time. We track the time at which different energies and sectors were375

scanned within a cycle and update the magnetic field vector accordingly376

before calculating the pitch angles. An array consisting of 12 bins, each377

15◦ wide, is used to sort fluxes into the pitch angle space. To account for378

straddling of sectors that covered more than one pitch angle bin, sector flux379

is distributed across all overlapping bins and the final PADs are normalized380

by the sampling rate at each bin.381

The event on 30 July 2015 at 11:00:51 UTC meets our selection crite-382

ria. Specifically, we searched for periods of gradual changes in magnetic383

field strength over a few consecutive IES timestamps, where high amplitude384

magnetic field fluctuations were relatively low, as they can modulate the dis-385

tribution faster than the IES can record and therefore cannot be studied. For386

the event studied in this section, although we do not observe the typical sig-387

natures of ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves, or circularly polarized whistler388
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waves (see panel (a) of Figure 4), we have to assume that wave-particle in-389

teractions are negligible.390

Figure 4 shows an overview of magnetic field data and electron PADs391

across this event. The top panel in this figure shows the magnetic field com-392

ponents and magnitude in the CSEQ coordinates. The diamagnetic cavity393

event is identified between 11:00:51 and 11:11:41 UTC. The cone angle (θcone)394

is shown in panel (b). The spectrogram in panel (c) shows the FOV inte-395

grated differential electron flux (cm2 s eV)-1 as a function of energy in the396

200-1000150-700 eV range. Flux reductions inside the cavity for this event was397

previously illustrated in panel (a) of Figure 1, and can also be identified as398

darker shades in panel (c). Panels (d - h) show the electron PAD time series at399

different energies normalized by the maximum flux value of each panel.in units400

of (cm2 s eV str)-1 The distributions have been averaged over consecutive energy401

bins to improve the counting statistics. These ranges are noted in the paren-402

theses. All colorbars are in logarithmic scale. The white lines overplotted403

on these panels are contours of constant magnetic moment, µm = W⊥/|B|,404

where |B| is the magnetic field magnitude and W⊥ = 1/2 meV
2
⊥ is the per-405

pendicular energy of electrons. The pitch angle distributions and contours406

inside the cavity have no physical meaning.407
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Figure 4: Magnetic field and electron distribution time series around the diamagnetic

cavity on 30 July 2015. The field free cavity is observed between 11:00:51 and 11:11:41

UTC marked with a grey box. Panel (a) shows magnetic field components and magnitude

in CSEQ coordinates, panel (b) shows the magnetic field cone angle, panel (c) is the total

electron number flux spectrogram in units of log10(cm2 s eV)-1, and panels (d - h) show

the differential electron flux PADs averaged over five energy ranges and normalized by the

maximum flux value of each panelin units of log10(cm2 s eV str)-1. The white lines on

these panels are the contours of constant adiabatic invariant. The vertical dashed-dotted

lines mark four IES timestamps before the onset of the diamagnetic cavity.
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Between 10:53:00 and 11:00:00 UTC, the magnetic field shows, on average,408

a gradual decrease in the field strength. There are perturbations due to the409

turbulent plasma environment. The Bx component is shown with the blue410

color in panel (a) of Figure 4, and is highly negative throughout this period.411

In fact, most of the variations in the magnetic field strength originates from412

the Bx component while the two other components are relatively quiet. Close413

to the diamagnetic region the y component of the field becomes dominant414

and shows a continuous decline. The magnetic field direction changes from415

anti-sunward (cone angle ∼ 180◦) to a direction perpendicular to the comet-416

Sun line (cone angle ∼ 90◦). This period corresponds to four IES timestamps417

identified by vertical dashed-dotted lines drawn across all panels and labeled418

by t1, t2, t3, and t4.419

At 10:45 UTC electrons show a fairly scattered distribution occupying420

most of the pitch angle bins with similar intensities, except for the distri-421

butions in panels (f) and (g). In the next four timestamps, flux reductions422

around 90◦ pitch angles are observed and accompanied by increased fluxes423

in directions parallel (0◦) and anti-parallel (180◦) to the magnetic field. This424

is indicative of a changing distribution from isotropic to field-aligned. The425

effect is particularly evident for 151 − 293 eV electrons, while 306 − 358426

eV electrons exhibit this change in the last two timestamps before the cav-427

ity. The redistributed electrons seem to follow along the white contours of428

the first adiabatic invariant. In contrast, the distributions of 375 − 440 eV429

electrons in panel (h) show a different pattern. With the exception of times-430

tamp (t3) where an enhanced anti-parallel flux is observed, distributions are431

relatively disordered and chaotic with respect to the onset of the diamag-432
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netic cavity, or the adiabatic invariant contours. This implies that the first433

adiabatic invariant is only conserved up to a certain energy.434

In Figure 5 we examine these spectra in a more quantitative way. In435

panels (a - d), differential electron flux at selected energies are plotted versus436

pitch angle. Each panel corresponds to an IES timestamp marked with ver-437

tical, dashed lines in Figure 4. The corresponding energies are annotated in438

panel (a), and error bars reflect the uncertainty due to the counting statistics.439

Error estimates for most data points are reasonably low and for a few points440

are larger. Larger error bars do not necessarily indicate that the observation441

must be discarded, but rather more measurements are needed to improve the442

confidence on the observation.443

The 99 eV electrons have a maximum in the parallel direction until 10:52444

UTC. In the next timestamp, the anti-parallel flux increases while the fluxes445

in ∼ 0 − 80◦ pitch angles decrease. Given that between 10:52 and 10:56446

UTC the magnetic field vector rotates to mostly −y direction, changes in 99447

eV PADs indicate that a large flux of these electrons travel anti-parallel to448

the magnetic field and away from the comet. The 99 eV line also shows a449

sharp peak at around 50◦ at 11:00 UTC. The 185 eV electron distribution in450

panel (a) shows a rapid fall in the last pitch angle bin. This is most likely451

due to the low count rate in that bin, as is evident by the larger error bars.452

The 185 eV distribution changes into a bidirectional, field-aligned pattern in453

the next three timestamps. Similarly, the 202 eV (cyan) and 250 eV (green)454

electrons start roughly isotropic and evolve into double-peak bidirectional455

distributions, while 90◦ electrons become depleted. The net flux in these456

distributions remains almost the same from one timestamp to the next. In457
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other words, the enhancements in pitch angles near 0◦ and 180◦ (as seen in458

panels (c) and (d)) are compensated by the depletions in ∼ 90◦ bins. The 358459

and 396 eV lines, although moderately changing in time, do not show any460

depletion in perpendicular flux. The energies we discussed here are sensitive461

traces of the magnetic field topology. The depletion of 90◦ pitch angle elec-462

trons is consistent with adiabatic transport of electrons in sharply decreasing463

magnetic fields.464
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Figure 5: Differential electron flux at selected energies (different colors) versus pitch angle

at four timestamps prior to the cavity encounter on 30 July 2015. Energies are annotated

in panel (a). Each panel correspond to a timestamp identified by vertical dashed-dotted

lines in Figure 4.

Spectra in timestamp t3 show noticeably more depletion around 90◦ pitch465

angles than the neighboring timestamps, but the net fluxes are still higher466

than those inside the cavity. The origin of this behavior has not been clearly467
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identified at this time.468

4. Electron Dynamics, Discussion and Interpretations469

4.1. Flux Difference and Implications for the Size of the Structures470

The magnetic field in the induced cometary magnetosphere is significantly471

higher than the IMF (50 nT in Figure 4 compared to a typical IMF ∼5 nT at472

1 AU). The region of enhanced magnetic field creates a mirror point for solar473

wind electrons. Electrons that enter the cometary magnetosphere, mainly474

strahl electrons, will experience adiabatic heating and widening in the pitch475

angle distribution (Larson et al., 1992; Kajdič et al., 2014). Our interpre-476

tation of the suprathermal electrons being of solar wind origin, particularly477

at energies considered in our pitch angle analysis, is based on model predic-478

tions, in which solar wind suprathermal electrons are the dominant popula-479

tion above ∼70 eV (Madanian et al., 2016a). Though it should be noted that480

effects of acceleration processes were not included in the models. Also the481

differential fluxes shown in Figure 5 are higher than the typical flux of solar482

wind halo electrons at 1 AU, but lower than the typical strahl component483

(Anderson et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2017).484

The suprathermal electrons that interact with the weakened magnetic485

field near diamagnetic regions are subject to adiabatic cooling and are re-486

distributed to conserve the magnetic moment (see Figure 4), resulting in487

decrease of the perpendicular flux and enhancement of fluxes along the mag-488

netic field. The field-aligned electrons tied to the magnetic field will have489

limited access to the diamagnetic regions. For instance, prior to the dia-490

magnetic event on 30 July 2015 (the four timestamps marked in Figure 4),491
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electrons up to around 350 eV are effectively rearranged to field-aligned dis-492

tributions. The flux of electrons in these energies is also reduced inside the493

cavity. Higher energy electrons (E > 350 eV) do not exhibit field-aligned dis-494

tributions in response to the decreasing magnetic field, and their intensity495

also remains unchanged during the passage of the diamagnetic cavity. during496

the diamagnetic event on 30 July 2015 electrons up to around 350 eV are effectively rear-497

ranged to field-aligned directions, and show reduced fluxes inside the cavity. This suggests498

that higher energy electrons (E > 350 eV) are transported non-adiabatically.499

A possible explanation of this behavior could be associated with viola-500

tion of the first adiabatic invariant beyond certain energies. It has been501

shown that in a region of highly curved magnetic field lines where the cur-502

vature radius is comparable to the electron gyroradius, resonance between503

the two leads to a significant scattering in electron gyration and aberration504

of the first adiabatic invariant (Büchner and Zelenyi, 1989; Young et al.,505

2008; Zhang et al., 2016). In simple terms, the adiabatic invariant parameter506

κ =
√
Rc/RL, where Rc is the curvature radius and RL is the electron gyro-507

radius, governs the energy threshold of the scattered electrons. Theoretical508

studies have shown that for κ < 5, curvature scattering occurs in almost509

all pitch angles and any anisotropic electron distribution becomes isotropic510

and chaotic (Büchner and Zelenyi, 1989). This prediction has also been con-511

firmed by observations near ion diffusion zones in the Earth's magnetotail512

where electrons interact with transient diamagnetic plasmas (Young et al.,513

2008; Wang et al., 2010, 2019).514

It is natural to estimate the radius of the field line curvatures near the515

diamagnetic region based on this simple approach and the plasma parameters516
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in Table 1. The gyroradius of a 350 eV electron in a 38 nT magnetic field is517

around 1.65 km, which implies a minimum curvature radius of Rc ∼ 40 km.518

We speculate that the diamagnetic structure is at least 80 km wide and the519

shape is not necessarily symmetric.520

4.2. Shape of the Interaction Region521

Our estimate of the field line curvature around the diamagnetic regions522

is much smaller than the spacecraft distance to the comet, which suggests523

that the observed structures are in fact smaller than a global diamagnetic524

cavity surrounding the comet. Given the spacecraft's relatively stationary525

position around the comet, and recurring diamagnetic encounters with differ-526

ent durations and sizes, it appears that what Rosetta observed were detached527

unmagnetized plasma clouds or filaments that convected over the spacecraft.528

Figure 6 shows a schematic illustration of a proposed scenario for the inter-529

action region around the comet (also see Figure 5 in Goetz et al. (2016b) and530

Figure 6 in Henri et al. (2017)). The solar wind is incident from the right,531

the neutral coma is shown with a fading blue color, and the extent of the532

field free region is marked with the dashed line. The comet is surrounded by533

a region of enhanced magnetic field. The draped IMF lines are shown with534

solid, grey lines. The size of the cycloids next to electrons in this figure is535

a representation of the pitch angle. Solar wind electrons with larger pitch536

angles are reflected while small angle electrons reach the inner coma. The537

schematic in Figure 6 is a conceptual view to illustrate our findings and does538

not capture all aspects of the interaction such as microstructures within the539

boundary layer.540
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Figure 6: Schematic illustration of a possible interpretation of Rosetta observations of dia-

magnetic regions around comet 67P, showing the electron dynamics and the asymmetrical

expansion of unmagnetized plasma structures.

Fluid and hybrid models suggested that a global diamagnetic boundary541

can form at around 25 km, much closer to the comet that has been ob-542

served (Koenders et al., 2015; Rubin et al., 2014). Simple one-dimensional543

MHD models (Cravens, 1986; Ip and Axford, 1987), although can predict544

the boundary distance at times, are not always consistent with the observa-545

tions and models are in fact over simplified. For instance, it is assumed that546

ions are in chemical equilibrium, which is not always the case close to the547
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boundary. Therefore, other mechanisms are perhaps in play that give rise548

to diamagnetic plasmas at the point of the spacecraft. Several authors have549

proposed different formation mechanisms (Henri et al., 2017; Huang et al.,550

2016). Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and transient snowplow structures have551

been proposed as processes that can accelerate unmagnetized ions parallel552

to the field downstream (Goetz et al., 2016a; Haerendel et al., 1986; Koen-553

ders et al., 2015). In this picture, the nonuniform neutral production and554

cometary ion outflow create an inhomogeneous plasma environment favor-555

able for snowplow structures. Cometary ions are picked up and accelerated556

by the solar wind at different rates. Depending on the mass loading rate and557

solar wind motional electric field strength and orientation, ions can be accel-558

erated in transverse directions, causing elongation of the structure boundary559

and the underlying outflowing unmagnetized plasma in a particular direction560

(see the unmagnetized plasma filaments in Figure 6). These structures can561

also become detached from the core unmagnetized plasma (Halekas et al.,562

2016). Studying the evolution of these structures as they form upstream and563

propagate to the point of the spacecraft could provide more credence to this564

hypothesis and is left for a future study.565

4.3. Sources of Uncertainty566

We focused on events around perihelion when the comet neutral out-567

gassing rate is significantly high. Yet, it is unlikely that collisional processes,568

mainly the electron-neutral collisions, undermine our results. Assuming an569

outgassing rate of Q = 1028 s-1 near perihelion, the total neutral density at570

r = 200 km from the comet is n(r) = Q/(4πr2un) ≈ 108 cm-3, where we571

assumed a spherically symmetric coma (Haser, 1957) and a neutral outflow572
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speed of un = 1 km/s. At 350 eV, the total (elastic and inelastic) electron-573

neutral collision cross section for water molecules is ∼ 3.5 × 10−16 cm2, re-574

sulting in a collisional mean free path, λmfp, of less than 300 km. For a 50 eV575

electron, λmfp reduces to 100 km. Since these length scales are much larger576

compared to electron gyroradii, scattering due to electron-neutral collisions577

is inefficient at the energies considered. Madanian et al. (2016b) discussed578

the effects of an ambipolar electric field that bounds suprathermal electrons579

to the inner coma, causing them to become further thermalized by collisional580

processes. The ambipolar electric field is fundamentally parallel to the mag-581

netic field. However, if an ambipolar electric field was in play to accelerate582

electrons to energies as high as 250 eV in the parallel direction, we should583

should have seen a noticeable shift in energy spectra at lower energy electrons584

as well. Furthermore, the ambipolar electric field is a transient effect, and585

once charge separation occurs, electrons (ions) are decelerated (accelerated)586

to nullify the ambipolar field and retain charge quasi-neutrality. The fact587

that we see changes in PADs over several IES timestamps indicates that it is588

unlikely for high energy electrons to be driven by an ambipolar electric field.589

Another observation on the 30 July event is the presence of a peak in the590

185 eV line at around 140◦ in panel (b) or a peak in the 99 eV line at around591

50◦ in panel (d) of Figure 5, which can be interpreted as conic structures. The592

202 and 250 eV lines in panels (c) and (d) of that figure, resemble butterfly593

distributions. Although several mechanisms (such as interaction with mag-594

netosonic waves) can produce butterfly distributions, we should note that595

relatively larger error bars, for instance on the first three points of 99 eV line596

in panel (d), indicate that the distribution may be under-sampled on one side597
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of the peak. Low angular resolution of the available data limits our ability to598

interpret finer details and PADs with large error bars must be viewed with599

caution.600

4.4. Role of Positive Ions601

The ion sensor on the IES measured noticeable amount of low energy pick602

up ions (10 < E < 50 eV) with very low but above background counts of603

higher energy ions up to around 3 keV. Near perihelion, Rosetta was inside604

a solar wind ion cavity (Nilsson et al., 2017) and we did not observe any605

particular consistent pattern in ion energy distributions during the diamag-606

netic boundary crossings. More comprehensive analyses must be performed607

in the future using both the IES and the other electrostatic analyzer, the Ion608

Composition Analyzer (ICA) (Nilsson et al., 2007).609

5. Conclusions610

In this paper, we analyzed the dynamics of bulk and suprathermal elec-611

trons around comet 67P for a subset of long-lasting diamagnetic events. For612

events observed over the southern hemisphere bulk electron densities are613

noticeably higher than those over the northern side, even after taking neu-614

tral density and distance variations into account. Most events show lower615

bulk electron densities inside the diamagnetic region compared to the outside616

plasma (Henri et al., 2017). Suprathermal electron fluxes inside the cavities617

show reductions over different energy ranges, most noticeably extending up618

to ∼ 350 eV for 27 percent of events and up to ∼ 700 eV for 14.5 percent619

of events. We present a first glance at suprathermal electron PADs at close620

proximity of an active comet. We propose a mechanism for interpreting PAD621
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variations associated with the changing magnetic field topology, which is as622

follows: near diamagnetic regions, suprathermal electrons are transported623

adiabatically and rearrange from isotropic to field-aligned directions to con-624

serve the magnetic moment. The field-aligned electrons tied to the magnetic625

field have limited access to diamagnetic regions, causing the observed de-626

crease in electron flux between inside and outside the cavities. Electrons627

beyond certain energies behave non-adiabatically when their gyroradius is628

comparable to the magnetic field line curvature. These electrons do not629

show a systematic flux difference. For the diamagnetic event on 30 July 2015630

at 11:00:51 UTC the size of the diamagnetic region is estimated to be at least631

80 km. Why flux reductions for many events extend up to ∼ 350− 400 eV is632

not completely understood yet and should be investigated further in future633

studies.634

We considered fairly long and isolated events when Rosetta spent few635

minutes inside each diamagnetic region, but there are shorter diamagnetic636

encounters that we did not discuss. We showed PADs in a generally decay-637

ing magnetic field environment. Small scale variations of the magnetic field638

can have an influence on PADs and further measurements and analyses are639

needed to verify the results shown in this paper.640

Understanding the detailed behavior of electrons around comet 67P de-641

mands fully kinetic models with sufficient knowledge of the electromagnetic642

fields. The magnetic field structure around this comet is not a simple one.643

During some diamagnetic events the magnetic field showed a gradual decrease644

in strength before entering the diamagnetic plasma, but a sudden increase645

afterward. This asymmetry in the front and back envelopes requires further646
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considerations. Analysis of suprathermal electron pitch angle distributions647

near perihelion and at other phases of the mission can provide another tool648

for studying plasma phenomena at this comet. Through Rosetta observa-649

tions we now know that a cometary plasma environment is an exciting space650

plasma laboratory that deserves another visit not only to make improved651

plasma measurements, but to use new measurement techniques to study the652

evolution of plasma boundaries around an object with an inhomogeneous653

atmosphere.654
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Appendix A. Comparing IES Fluxes with Different Geometrical949

Factors950
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Figure A.1: Comparison of differential flux of 173 eV electrons in the IES FOV using the

updated geometric factors (left) and the initial geometric factor of the instrument paper

(right).
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Figure A.2: Comparison of IES differential flux energy spectra using the updated geometric

factors (red) and the initial geometric factor of the instrument paper (blue). Fluxes are

summed over the entire FOV.
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